While we wait that S3_0 enters beta mode, lets release bug fixes accumulated since alpha4 as alpha5.

Related issues:
- Blocks Freeciv - Task #862054: S3_0: Enter beta mode
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #896715: Msys2-next after 200906
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #878898: Share embassy knowledge between teammates
- Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #905818: Only one track plays of the selected style

History
#1 - 2020-11-13 11:53 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocks Task #862054: S3_0: Enter beta mode added

#2 - 2020-11-13 11:57 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #896715: Msys2-next after 200906 added

#3 - 2020-11-14 12:41 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #878898: Share embassy knowledge between teammates added

#4 - 2020-12-14 01:17 AM - Marko Lindqvist
Feature #896715 has a commit candidate now. Once it's in, we should be ready to release alpha5. As it's light weight release, I don't see need to have predefined date for the release. I'll do the version number bump when I'm ready to do so (after 36h - normal review period - from this announcement at the earliest)

#5 - 2020-12-15 11:18 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Bug #905818: Only one track plays of the selected style added

#6 - 2020-12-16 10:50 PM - Marko Lindqvist
Current plan is to push Bug #905818 and Feature #905717 tomorrow, and then to make alpha5 from that codebase.

#7 - 2020-12-17 06:06 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

S3_0-alpha5 is commit ade94d1a2619d0e158ef361729c2d8aa7e93467b
- Commits pushed
- Tarballs created
- FEATURES document prepared
- installer_cross Windows Installers available
- "How to update..." documents were already in d3f level
- Modpacks listed by modpack installer were already in d3f level

In progress:
- msys2 based Windows Installers
- OpenEmbedded recipe update

#8 - 2020-12-19 08:26 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
- % Done changed from 80 to 100
- Windows installer (msys2) builds available
- OpenEmbedded recipe updated